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Version 3.5 is a major update containing new features that will make your NexeTalk 
experience even more enjoyable and efficient.

A dial pad has been added to the dispatch console. This 
enables dispatchers to make and receive full duplex phone calls. 
The console operator can have up to six simultaneous 
conversations. Dispatchers are now able to patch an incoming 
or ongoing telephone call to a radio or talkgroup. With a large 
network, dispatchers can be divided between different Dispatch 
Centers. Someone could call an individual dispatcher if they 
have their extension or calls could simply go to the dispatch 
center and any of the dispatchers could take this call. 

System Requirements 
Windows 7/8 Windows Server 2008/2012
Intel i3, 2.4 GHz or better, RAM 2 GB or more
100 Mb of free space on hard disc for installation,
300 Gb or more for voice recording
MS SQL 2008/2012 (server)

For more information please visit www.nexetalk.com or contact us at info@nexetalk.com. 
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Fleet Management
Support of shared radio networks (SMR operators)

Voice Dispatch & Recording

Data Processing

Telephone Interconnect

Unlimited number of talk groups per dispatcher
Multiple group calls
Private calls
Emergency calls
Voice recording 
Remote monitor
Dynamic regrouping
Telephone calls
Talkgroup patch
Calls history
Select / Unselect channels
Alert Manager

Real-time GPS tracking
OpenStreetMap and Bing Maps support
Changeable GPS update interval
Remote Stun/Revival
Text messages
Status messages
GPS history

Other Features
Multiple users support
PTT devices support
Lone Worker 

Key Features as of June 2015HIGHLIGHTED FEATURES 

On-Screen Dial Pad

The cross mute feature is used to fully mute one or more 
consoles. This can be especially useful when two or more 
dispatchers are working in close proximity. In these situations, 
operators can often hear the live voices of each other in addition 
to hearing the same speech over a radio channel. By enabling 
the cross mute capability these dispatchers will avoid hearing 
the duplicate speech of other participants over the channel.

Cross Mute

With this interoperability feature, a dispatcher can patch 
communications between trunked and/or conventional 
talkgroups. You can have up to eight talkgroups for each patch. 
When created, the patch appears in a separate box on the 
screen. These patches can easily be activated or disabled by the 
dispatcher. In future, it will be possible to patch NEXEDGE® 
radio users and talkgroups from other radio systems.

Talkgroup Patch

The system administrator is able to create default lists of 
talkgroups and radio users. If a dispatcher is assigned one or 
more default lists, they can transmit and receive audio and 
data from talkgroups and radios included in any of these lists. 
One of possible scenarios is when all radio users and 
talkgroups are divided between all the dispatchers in a control 
room, with each operator able to communicate with 
subscribers from their list. If dispatcher John is not available, 
another operator is able to add John’s list to their console on 
the fly and monitor John’s talkgroups and radios.

Default Lists


